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Abstract
This thesis focuses on the design and implementation of a range of experimental methods
by optical trapping in order to investigate the mechanical behavior of the leukocyte cell
membrane as it undergoes cell rolling. Membrane tethers extracted from the cell during
rolling function to slow the cell down and to maintain contact with the endothelial wall.
Understanding the dynamic behavior of the leukocyte membrane during rolling motion
sheds much insight on the relationship between stages of cell immunological response
and the mechanical processes occurring on the surface of the cell membrane.
Traditionally, the membrane response during rolling has been probed by simulating the
tethering phenomenon in vitro. However, previous work has focused on pulling tethers at
a constant velocity where as during in vivo rolling the tether extension will be a function
of time. The fundamental differences between constant velocity and rolling-like
leukocyte tethering as well as the role of the membrane-cytoskeleton interactions during
tethering were specifically focused on in this study.
Research work relied on the development of biomechanical optical trapping experiments
occurring in an in-vitro setting in an attempt to elucidate an accurate mechanical model
accurately describing behavior of the cell during rolling. Initial results indicate that the
forces necessary to pull tethers from an immortalized B cell line ranged from 40 pN to
200 pN during linear dynamic behavior, yet ranged from 100 pN to 280 pN during rolling
dynamic behavior. Furthermore, a liposome system mimicking functionality of the
plasma membrane and lipid reservoir of the leukocyte cell membrane has been developed.
Additional experiments are needed to verify preliminary results.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
"The human body is a machine which winds its own springs," Julien Offroy
de La Mettrie, L 'Homme machine, 1747.
Optical trapping methods provide the necessary sensitivity and manipulability for
adequately probing in-vitro and in-vivo biological systems. For the purpose of this thesis,
one particular biological system - the leukocyte - and an analogue - the lipid vesicle -
have been specifically examined in regards to mechanical membrane characteristics. The
aims of this research were to (1) simulate and characterize the mechanics of leukocyte
rolling through the human vasculature in an in-vitro model, and (2) understand the
general lipid composition effects on liposome mechanical properties as well as possibly
gain insight into the mechanisms by which liposomes interact with living cells. First,
results from the leukocyte rolling mechanics can provide additional information
regarding the maximum tether forces attained by leukocytes rolling in the blood vessel.
Such results are particularly unique from past research due to the use of a non-linear
velocity profile modeling leukocyte rolling along a surface. Second, results from the
liposomal studies hope to be compared with an existing model pertaining to the observed
viscoelastic effects of inner fluid and external lipid integration as a source of the
membrane reservoir. Characterization of these experimental results will contribute to the
understanding of the cell lipid reservoir systems as well as the mechanism of lipid vesicle
uptake into a cell system. The implications of strides made in understanding the behavior
of natural and artificial membrane systems in immunological cannot be overlooked.
1.1 Optical Trapping
The optical trap, also known as "optical tweezers," has been widely employed as
a tool in both biology and physics. The mechanism behind optical trapping relies on a
gradient force and scattering forces - created by photon scattering and induction of
dielectric particles present near the focus of tightly focused laser beams. Optical tweezers
allow the manipulation of micron sized spheres in such a way to interact with individual
biological systems such as cells, proteins, and even DNA.
The forces measurable on the optical traps range from -1 pN up to -300 pN,
depending on laser output power and throughput power of the trap setup, hence making it
ideal for measuring many fundamental biological forces. Typical experiments involving
optical tweezers range from examining single molecules (ranging in the tens of
nanometers) to biological cells (ranging from five to fifty microns) - the size parameters
of these systems also qualify them as suitable candidates for probing biological systems.
For the purpose of this study, the optical trap is specifically ideal for manipulating
liposomes and leukocytes - entities that vary from one to fifteen microns in size. Finally,
position and force in optical traps are able to be resolved in the nanometer and
piconewton range respectively. It is with the use of high-resolution piezoelectric stages
and highly sensitive position sensing devices that these systems are able to precisely
measure mechanical characteristics of leukocytes and liposomes.
Various techniques in the field of optical trapping promise to yield much
information in the field of cell mechanics. Among these techniques includes the use of
optical tweezers to recreate the phenomenon of cell tethering in order to characterize the
membrane mechanical response of a system of interest. For the purpose of this thesis,
optical trapping techniques will be used to probe the leukocytes and liposomes in
membrane tether pulling tests.
Two main forces act upon an object in an optical trap: (1) refraction forces and (2)
reflection forces. Optical tweezers operate behind the principle of momentum transfer
when light changes direction to create these forces. Light may be characterized as having
momentum that by Planck's Law is proportional to its energy and is in the direction of
propagation. Considering a single photon in a beam of light of wavelength, 2, its
momentum is defined as:
I-P i
(1)
where h is Planck's constant of 6.626 x 10-34 m 2 kg/s. Changes in the direction of the
light path caused by an object either reflecting or refracting light create a change in the
momentum of light; conservation of momentum requires that an opposing force be
created to counterbalance any change in momentum of a light beam. Therefore, when
light changes direction due to an object, a restoring force opposite to the momentum
change will act upon the object.
This principle allows the construction of a basic optical trap for probing purposes.
Incoming light from a laser beam has a Gaussian intensity profile with maximum
intensity in the center path of the beam and reduced intensity on the outer edges. The
intensity of a light beam is directly related the number of photons passing through a
specific area per unit time. Therefore, determination of the momentum flux from photons
of a particular light intensity in the direction of vector S allows the force due to
momentum flux on a specific area defined by vector S to be determined as well. Thus,
instantaneous change in momentum flux in direction of vector S is defined as:
d( dfJ =n I. S _ dA, (2)
·, dt ) C- (2)
where n is the index of refraction of the medium inside the trap and c is the speed of light
constant.
Upon coming into contact with an object in its beam path - whether a bead, lipid
vesicle, or leukocyte - the light rays refract directionally according to Schnell's Law:
sin 08 n(
- (3)
sin 02 n2
where n1, n2 are the indices of refraction of the two mediums and 01, 02 are the
corresponding angles of incidence and refraction. Considering the gradient force on the
object in the optical trap to be equal in magnitude to the instantaneous change in
momentum over a given area, one obtains:
F=_ n ) _dAc
(4)
The sum of the forces from all incident rays in a light beam can be split into the
two aforementioned components: Frefraction, the scattering force, pointing in the direction
of the incident light, and Freflection, the gradient force, pointing in x-y plane towards the
center of the beam. The gradient force is a restoring force that pulls the bead into the
center, created by the gradient of the Gaussian intensity profile. If the contribution to
Frefraction of the refracted rays is larger than that of the reflected rays then a restoring force
is also created along the z-axis, and a stable trap will exist - as detailed in Figure 1.1. For
more detail on optical trapping, refer to Neuman et al.1
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Figure 1.1 Diagram depicting the resultant torces on a trapped bead in optical trap, as retraction
and reflection forces originating from two rays of light beam (1,2) create a stable optical trap
[Appleyard et. al, American J. Physics, 2007].2
These forces establish a parabolic energy landscape of the bead in the laser trap;
and hence, the force on the bead, F, can be described by the linear relationship
F=Ktrap Xbead,
where ktrap is the trap stiffness and Xbead is the displacement of the bead from its
equilibrium position. To conduct optical trapping experiments, a bead is often positioned
J S" " '
within the trap and interacts with a biological system attached to a slide illuminated under
mercury or fluorescent light. Mechanical characteristics are measured based on the
resulting force applied to the system by means of the attached bead. In order to measure
the force applied to bead both ktrap and Xbead must be determined. The bead position may
be monitored in two ways: first by video tracking with prior knowledge of the image
pixel size, and second by means of a detection laser that is aligned with the trapping laser.
The detection laser light gets scattered by the bead and is collected by a position sensing
device (PSD). The PSD outputs a voltage which can be correlated to the bead position by
performing a position calibration [Appleyard et. al, American J. Physics, 2007].3 In this
study the latter method was used employing a quadrant photodiode (QPD) as the PSD.
The trap stiffness is typically determined in one of three ways: (1) the Stokes drag
method, which subjects the bead to a known drag force and measures the displacement;
(2) the roll-off frequency method which analyzes the frequency spectrum of the bead
motion; and (3) the variance method which relates the variance of the bead displacement
to the trap stiffness. In the variance method, the equipartition theorem allows the average
potential energy caused by thermal fluctuations to be equated to the ambient temperature,
shown below:
1 1K
KbT = Ktrap bd, (6)
2 2 bead
where Kb is Boltzmann's constant of 1.3807 x 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K 1, T is the absolute
temperature of the immediate environment, Ktrap is the trap stiffness, and <Xbead> 2 is the
mean square displacement (MSD) of the bead [Shusteff et. al, Amer. J. Phys., 2006]. 4
For more detail on these methods, see Appleyard et. al. 5 In this study, the variance
method was employed to measure the trap stiffness.
1.2 Membrane Tethering
Membrane tethering is a well-established method to probe the mechanical
behavior of cell membranes [Dai and Sheetz, Biophysical J., 1999] and lipid vesicles
[Inaba et. al, J. Mol. Bio., 2005].6,7 Cell membranes exhibit three distinct phases in
response to membrane tethering: an initial phase where the local stiffness of the cell
resists deformation, a constant force elongation phase after tether formation where the
cell membrane buffers membrane tension and lipid is drawn from a membrane reservoir,
and an exponential phase where the tether force increases after the reservoir is depleted.
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Figure 1.2 Figure depicting the characteristic three-phase force profile for tethering of a plasma
membrane, showing (1) tether formation with stiffness measurement, (2) elongation phase
supported by lipid reservoir, (3) depletion of lipid reservoir [Dai and Sheetz, Biophysical J.,
1999].8
Literature has previously been published investigating tether pulling on several
cells including fibroblasts and outer hair cells [Li et. al, Biophysical J., 2002]. 9 The force
necessary to pull tethers from these cells ranges from approximately 10 pN to 300 pN
during constant velocity tethering studies. The role of the membrane topology, membrane
proteins, and membrane-cytoskeleton interactions during tethering are not well
understood.
1.3 Leukocytes
Figure 1.3 Scanning electron microscope picture depicting adhesion of polymorphonuclear
lymphocytes in the high endothelial venule of carotid arteries [F. Castellino, Throm. Haemost.,
2006].1o
The study of leukocytes is of fundamental importance in gaining an understanding
of the immunological response of the human body. Leukocytes utilize an array of various
mechanisms in order to support the defense and recovery of the body - whether
defending against infectious disease or foreign material. In this study, a particular type of
leukocyte, a B lymphocyte, was examined. The immune function of B lymphocytes is
the initial detection of foreign antigens including bacteria and viruses.
B lymphocytes circulating in the blood stream need to migrate to the lymph nodes
where antigens are localized. The steps of lymphocyte migration into the lymph nodes
the body are - (1) initial activation and "adhesion" cell rolling, (2) firm "adhesion," (3)
spreading, and (4) trans-endothelial migration into the tissue site. This process is similar
for the leukocytes that transmigrate into different tissues. Dynamic mechanical systems
are able to describe specific aspects of leukocyte behavior, particularly cell rolling and
adhesion.
Figure 1.4 A diagram explaining the various steps of leukocyte response within the blood vessel
lumen, showing (A) cell tethering and rolling, (B) activation, (C) adhesion, (D) firm adhesion (E)
spreading, and (F) trans-endothelial migration into the tissue site.
The leukocyte membrane is involved in nearly all aspects of leukocyte
functionality. The ability of the leukocyte to control its surface features allow the surface
to rapidly expand and contract based on external stimuli as well as exchange of
electrochemical signals during communication with the endothelial walls. During normal
immune system response behavior, interaction between leukocytes and endothelial cells
leads to rolling, adhesion and eventual migration into tissue.
1.4 Leukocyte Rolling
While the mechanical aspects of leukocyte rolling may not be fully understood,
the biological characteristics of this phenomenon have been widely investigated. It is
known that E-selectin, a protein that is transiently expressed by vascular endothelial cells
in response to injury stimuli, mediates the attachment of flowing leukocytes to the blood
vessel wall during inflammation by binding to E-Selectin ligands on leukocytes
[Montoya et. al, J. Clin Invest., 1999]."
__
Figure 1.5 Figure of E-selectin binding to the surface of the leukocyte, at surface-integrated
carbohydrate ligand 6-sulfo sialyl Lewis X, during leukocyte rolling and adhesion [R. Kannagi,Adv Exp Med Biol, 2001].12
Mackay et al. reports that the lifetime of leukocyte tethers is very short, as the
rapid propagation and dislocation of tethers is necessary to promote rolling along the
surface of the endothelial lining [Mackay et. al, JExp Med, 1990].~3 Further studies have
indicated that relative adhesiveness between leukocytes and the vascular endothelium are
mediated by endothelial chemokines [Grabovsky et. al, J. Bio Chem, 2002]. 14
A simple model of a rolling rigid sphere along a stationary horizontal surface is
depicted in Figure 5.
rigure i.bo iiagram ot cell rollng mechanism, depicting derivation of tether vector d as afunction of vectors R1 and R2, where R is the radius of the leukocyte.
Considering that the radius of the leukocyte to be R as depicted in Figure 4 above,
one is able to derive the vectors R1 and R2:
R = Re 2 + R*e
R2 = Rsin(Oo - •e 2 + Rcos(0 o -_ )e1 (7)
where 4 is the time derivative of 0.
Considering that 00o is 2700, we are able to characterize the tether between the
stage and the leukocyte, defined by the vector, D:
D= R +R2  (8)
Therefore, substitution allows one to redefine D as:
D = (R + Rsin(o - )ý- +(R*+ Rcos(o -. (9)
The magnitude of D at a given time, t, is given as:
IDI = + R sin( 0 - )) + (R + R cos (O -))2 (10)
From this derivation of the tether vector definable at any given time t, one is able
to model the rolling mechanism using a nonlinear tether extension verses time. This
model outputs an extension profile mimicking the tethers formed during leukocyte rolling.
This profile is shown below in Figure 6:
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Figure 1.7 Plot of tether length, IDI, as a function of time, t, modeling leukocyte rolling on a
stationary horizontal surface, to be inputted into as a velocity profile to piezoelectric stage.
1.5 Liposomes and Lipid Vesicles
Liposome and lipid vesicle systems have generated considerable interest as model
systems for cell membranes. The study of liposome mechanics enables the investigation
of factors affecting the cell membrane behavior. Specifically this work will use liposomes
as a model system for the cell membrane of B lymphocytes. In addition to shedding
insight into cell membrane mechanics, liposomes are widely used in drug delivery
systems. Because effective liposomal drug delivery relies on controlling liposome-cell
interactions, quantification and modeling of these interactions may improve the ability to
manufacture drug-encapsulated liposomes with the desired mechanical properties for a
specific task. These mechanical properties may be characterized by optical trapping tether
pulling experiments. As shown by Inaba et al., lipid vesicles exhibit similar behavior to
that shown by biological cells [Inaba et. al, J. Mol. Bio., 2005]. 15 In a simple liposome
system, the lipid-bilayer itself is able to buffer membrane tension during the application
of mechanical force.
Figure 1.8 Diagram of modified targetable liposome system, with (A) deliverable drug particles
encapsulated within the lipid vesicle, (B) protein attachment outer surface for specific recognition
to particular binding sites, and (C) double phospholipid bilayer membrane.
1.6 Scope and Outline of Thesis
This thesis will attempt to incorporate two different developed experimental
techniques to investigate leukocyte membrane mechanics: first, the investigation of
dynamic properties of leukocyte cell tethers undergoing rolling was pursued through a
single-cell assay using optical trapping; secondly, the investigation of liposomes as a
simplified version of cell membranes through liposome tethering with a double optical
trapping technique.
The first goal of the thesis aimed to characterize the mechanical properties of
leukocyte rolling, as aforementioned, that occurs within the vasculature of a human blood
vessel. The fundamental differences between constant velocity and rolling-like motion
during leukocyte tethering were specifically focused on in this study. Research work
relied on the development of biomechanical optical trapping experiments mimicking an
in-vivo phenomenon in an attempt to elucidate an accurate mechanical model describing
the function of the membrane during rolling.
To touch upon the second research goal of the thesis, we sought to characterize
the liposome mechanical properties via membrane tethering experiments on liposomes
made from a single lipid composition. We are attempting to characterize the mechanical
properties of a library of lipid liposomes, specifically measuring the bilayer stiffness and
inner fluid viscosity. We also plan to characterize the tether extension force on
liposomes with lipid compositions mimicking B lymphocytes. Future experiments
include varying the amounts of cholesterol to determine the overall effects on liposome
mechanics. With the use of simultaneous fluorescence imaging using fluorescently
tagged lipids, we may also be able to visualize phase separation of distinct lipids.
Furthermore, we hoped to characterize the effects of viscosity and viscoelasticity of the
inner fluid of the liposome with varying concentrations of sucrose, glucose, and possibly
saline solutions. Studies conducted by Brau and others have shown it is possible to
characterize the viscoelastic properties of the inner fluid by microrheology [Brau et. al, J.
Opt. A: Pure Appl, 2007].16 Finally, we hoped to both quantitatively and qualitatively
describe the effects of excess lipids in the external environment of the liposome. In B
lymphocytes one mechanism of buffering membrane tension in the constant force
elongation phase is integration of internal lipids into the outer membrane. We plan to
continue to investigate this phenomena by performing the cell-tethering experiments as
described earlier with simultaneous introduction of fluorescently labeled lipids in solution.
This was hoped to allow the visualization of lipids as they integrate into the liposome
bilayer during tether elongation.
In summary, the force range and resolution, size scale, and position resolutions
required to probe leukocytes and liposomes make optical tweezers an attractive option for
these experiments. The aims of the thesis research is to (1) characterize the mechanics of
leukocyte rolling through optical trapping, as well as (2) define both the general lipid
composition effects on liposome mechanical properties as well as gain insight into the
mechanisms by which liposomes interact with living cells. Results from the leukocyte
rolling mechanics will provide additional information regarding the maximum tether
force attained by leukocytes rolling along the endothelial vasculature. Results from the
liposomal studies will be compared with a model developed by graduate student C.
Castro in the Lang and Boyce Labs, specifically in regard the observed viscoelastic
effects of inner fluid and external lipid integration as a source of the membrane reservoir.
Additional insights into these effects will be of use to both the fields of immunology and
drug delivery systems.
Chapter 2
"Imagination is as vital to any advance in science as learning and precision
are essential for starting points," Percival Lowell.
Methods
Two different courses of probing leukocyte cell membrane mechanical properties
were developed during the course of this research project: first, the investigation of
dynamic properties of leukocyte cell tethers undergoing rolling was pursued through a
single-cell biological assay implementing optical trapping; secondly, the investigation of
liposomes as a simplified version of cell membranes through liposome tethering with a
double optical trapping technique.
2.1 Leukocyte Rolling
2.1.1 Cell and Bead Formulation
An immortalized cell line of CH27 B cells were obtained from the Irvine Lab
(MIT Biological Engineering Department) were grown under controlled cell culture
conditions with RPMI cell culture media supplemented with 10% FBS.
In order to create E-selectin coated beads, a previously-reported assay used to
coated slide surfaces with E-selectin was applied. First, Penta-His antibody was used to
coate streptavidin-coated polystyrene beads (Spherotech, 1.0% w/v/, 400 pM). After
incubation with a BSA buffer protein in a cold room rotator for one hour, the unbound
Penta-His Biotin was removed by repeated washings and resuspension in a desired
amount of 0.1 mg/mL BSA-TBS. Finally, reconstituted recombinant mouse E-selectin
fused to a histadine-tagged Fc region of human immunoglobin G (R&D Systems 575-ES)
was added and incubated to the bead mixture to successfully attach the E-selectin to the
modified beads.
2.1.2 Slide Preparation
To prepare the slides for the optical trapping experiment, the specified leukocyte
cells were removed from the flask in the incubator and transferred into eppendorf tubes.
A flow channel was created by attaching two parallel strips of double-sided Scotch tape
to a microscope slide and then securely attaching a cover slip on top. A 106 cells/ml
solution was inserted into the flow channel and incubated for 15 minutes to allow
attachment of the leukocytes to the cover slip surface. Next, the blocking protein agent
Casein at 1 mg/ml in PBS was added to the flow channel to prevent the beads from
sticking to the surface of the slide. After incubation for 2 minutes, a mixture of the E-
selectin attached 1.26 gpm bead solution at 15 pM was flowed through the slide at a slow
rate to avoid ripping the cells off the surface. The ends of the flow channel were then
sealed and the slide was loaded onto the optical trap microscope.
2.1.3 Optical Trapping Setup
The optical trapping experimental apparatus is depicted in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
Light from an overhead mercury light source illuminates the stage from above,
illuminating the leukocytes and trapped E-selectin coated beads. A Microlens IT CCD
camera (Hitachi, KP M2AN) was used to conduct live visualization of the cell-bead
interaction controlled by the optical trap and the piezoelectric stage.
The power setting for the laser (IPG Photonics, YLO- 10-1064 Fiber Laser, 10W)
used in the optical trapping experiment was set to 1.5 W for most experimental pulls.
The trapping laser travels through Acousto-Optic Deflectors (AODs) which allow high
speed steering of the beam, which translates to motion in the sample plane. Pulls were
conducted using a dual-computer display setup for simultaneously recording video from
CCD camera input, the QPD voltage readings, and the position of the piezostage.
Figure 2.1 Depiction of optical trapping setup, showing light beam paths of 975nm detection
laser and 1064nm trapping laser, directed to piezoelectric stage. Displacements of the beam path
are detected by the QPD position detector, as well as the mercury lamp positioned for bright field
illumination of the piezoelectric stage.
rlgure z.. rnotograpn ot optical trapping setup, showing the microscope along with monitordepicting the microscope field of view, and with the black box containing the laser beam paths.
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The bead, upon contact with the plasma membrane surface of the leukocyte, formed a
tether, as initiation is depicted below in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3 Depiction of leukocyte-bead tethering experiment, describing where the resulting
displacement of the cell membrane, Xpm, results from the difference from the controlled linear
movement of the piezoelectric stage, Xp,, and the QPD-measured displacement of the bead from
the center of the optical trap, X. Both displaced and initial positions of the plasma membrane and
bead are depicted.
2.1.5 LabView Programming
After trapping a bead and prior to the tethering experiment, several Labview
programs were utilized to align the detection and trap laser and perform the necessary
position and force calibrations. First, the detection laser was aligned with the trap laser
by sweeping the trapped bead across the detection region with the AODS while reading
the QPD voltage and making small adjustments to the detection laser position to align its
center with the center of the trapping beam. Second, the position calibration is performed
by stepping the bead in a grid pattern of known positions again utilizing the AODs and
measuring the QPD voltage. Finally, with the position calibration the variance of the
bead motion was measured to determine the trap stiffness as previously described.
For the purposes of this experiment, a special LabView VI that was designed and
written in conjunction with C. Castro and A. Georges inputted a specific stage velocity
profile to the piezoelectric stage in closed-loop algorithm.
--
Figure 2.4(a)-(b) Depiction of LabView VIs used to run cell tethering experiment to characterize
leukocyte rolling mechanics, inputting cell radius and maximum rolling velocity to output
velocity profile to the piezoelectric stage.
In order to obtain comparable linear velocity pulling force profiles, specific time
domains for the rolling velocity profile were chosen and maximum velocity over these
intervals was determined from linearization. Figures 2.5(a)-2.5(c) depict the
determination of these three linear velocities, which were 2.7 pm/s, 10 pm/s, and 20 pm/s
28
respectively. The corresponding VI developed by C. Castro used to inputted a specific
linear stage velocity profile to the piezoelectric stage is also depicted in Figure 2.5(d).
micron/s, and (c) 20 micron/s; (d) LabView VI used to run linear velocity cell tethering
experiment to characterize leukocyte linear force pulling mechanics, where constant velocityprofile is outputted to the piezoelectric stage.
2.2 Liposome Mechanics
2.2.1 Liposome Formulation
While lipid vesicles are fabricated for a wide variety of diameters, this research
was primarily interested with liposomes measuring on the order of one to ten microns.
Liposomes were formulated using a protocol for giant unilamellar vesicles, also known as
GUVs obtained from S. Desai from MIT's Voldman RLE Laboratory (refer to Appendix
IV). Liposome formulation involved a series of indium tin oxide slides (Structure Probe
Inc, 06401-CF) that had been washed with deionized water and then dried thoroughly
with nitrogen. Press-to-seal gaskets were stuck to the ITO slide to form an
electroformation chamber (Invitrogen, P-18175). Two different lipid solutions were
prepared with two different DOPC lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids, 90%DOPC, 10% Biotinyl
DOPC) with 1 mg/mL in chloroform; after preparation, the lipids were added to the
electroformation chamber and dried slowly in a vacuum desiccator for 45 minutes. Next,
0.5 mL of 50 mM sucrose solution in distilled, deionized water was added to the
electroformation chambers on the ITO slides. The chambers were carefully capped with
another ITO slide, clamped, and attached to a function generator outputting a low-
frequency sinusoidal waveform (10-Hz, 2 Vp-p). Liposomes were formed from this
applied voltage difference for 2 hours, when the lipid vesicles were removed and resettled
in a 10mM glucose solution.
In order to verify the integration and functionality of biotinylated lipids into the
vesicles, fluorescence imaging was utilized. Streptavidin-conjugated Alexa488 dye was
added to the vesicles at a -1:1 ratio of dye to biotinylated lipid and incubated at room
temperature for 30 min. An optical tweezers instrument that was developed in the Lang
Lab for simultaneous force probing and fluorescent imaging [Brau et. al, J. Opt. A: Pure
Appl. Opt, 2007] was utilized for its fluorescence capabilities to image the dye labeled
vesicles.' 7 18
2.2.2 Slide Preparation
Slide preparation for the liposome experiments was very similar to that for the
leukocyte tethering experiments. For the examination of liposome membrane mechanical
properties, two different liposome experiments attempted to characterize two interactions:
(1) liposome-bead tethering interactions, (2) liposome-liposome interactions.
For the case of the first version of the experiment, initial preparation of flow
channel was very similar to the leukocyte tethering experiment. The slide flow channel
was prepared with the blocking protein agent Casein to prevent the beads from sticking to
the surface of the slide. After incubation for two minutes, a mixture of the streptavidin,
1.2 gm beads were added to the liposome mixture at 1:2 ratio. The ends of the flow
channel were then sealed and the slide was ready to be loaded onto the optical trap. In the
second case of the experiment, all steps of the protocol were identical other than the fact
that beads were not added to the liposome mixture.
2.2.3 Optical Trapping Setup
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Figure 2.6 Depiction of liposome-liposome interaction experiment, where the resulting
displacement of the cell membrane, Xpm, results from the difference from the controlled linear
movement of the piezoelectric stage, Xp,, and displacement of the bead from the center of the
optical trap, X. Both displaced and initial positions of the plasma membrane and bead are
depicted. Unlike the case for the experimental setup, the detection laser is not utilized.
For the experimental setup of the optical trap for the study of the liposome lipid
bilayer membrane, a double trap was designed and installed by D. Quinn and C. Castro
and allowed for two side-by-side optical traps to be used simultaneously. Therefore, a
streptavidin bead trapped in one optical trap could be brought into contact with a lipid
vesicle in another optical trap in an attempt to form a tether. Alternatively, two beads
could be attached to either side of the lipid vesicle to allow for direct stretching and
tethering. In the case of the second version of liposome experiment, two liposomes were
trapped with the optical tweezers and brought closer together until their membranes were
touching.
2.2.4 LabView Programming
A specific double trap LabView VI was created by D. Quinn and C. Castro to
allow a simple linear tether pull to be conducted. Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b) depict the
interface that was implemented for both experiments.
Figure 2.7 (a)-(b) Depiction of LabView VIs used to run liposome experiment with double trap,
attempting to characterize liposome membrane mechanics.
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Chapter 3
Results
To review the major purposes of the thesis, we aimed to characterize the
mechanical properties of leukocyte rolling, as well as to characterize the liposome
mechanical properties via membrane tethering experiments on liposomes made from a
single lipid composition. The fundamental differences between constant velocity and
rolling-like motion during leukocyte tethering were specifically focused on in the first
portion of this study. The experimental findings from this model are described as follows,
as well as the results from the characterization of the liposome membrane.
3.1 Leukocyte Rolling
The optical trapping experimental setup to conduct the leukocyte rolling test is
depicted below in Figure 3.1. The assay was prepared as previously described and after
performing position and force calibrations, a tether pulling experiment was done. A
trapped E-selectin coated bead was brought into contact with a B lymphocyte adhered to
the cover slip surface. Once the two contacted they were held together for -3seconds to
allow for binding of E-selectin its receptor. Then the cell was pulled away from the bead
with either a rolling-like trajectory or a constant velocity utilizing the piezo-electric stage
while simultaneously monitoring the force applied to the bead. One such force trace is
shown in Figure 3.2.
3.1.1 Bead-cell setup and assay
The optical trapping experimental setup to conduct the leukocyte rolling test is
outlined in detail in the methods section discussed previously.
Figure 3.1 CCD imaging of optical trapping tethering experimental setup, showing bead [denoted
as A], CH27 B lymphocyte [denoted as B], and faintly visible tether [denoted as C]. The initial
frame capture in (a) shows trapped bead and CH27 B lymphocyte before the two are brought into
contact; tether formation depicted in (b) as stage movement results in the bead being pulled from
lymphocyte surface.
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Figure 3.2: Force profile plot for a E-selectin coated bead attached to CH27 B lymphocyte
undergoing the rolling velocity profile resulting from a cell with a radius of 10 microns rolling at
a velocity of 10 pm/s, depicting standard elastic stiffness fit for Kstifmness [denoted by A] and
dissociation force Fdissociation [denoted by B] as bead is pulling away from the cell surface.
As previously mentioned, the rolling-like tether extension was compared to
constant velocity tether extension for three velocities (2.7 [tm/s, 10 pm/s, and 20 pm/s) in
order to enlighten the function of the tether during cell rolling. These velocities are
achieved at increasing times during the rolling-like tether extension profile as depicted in
Figure 2.5. The results of this comparison are shown in Figure 3.3 for the maximium
force achieved during tether extension. The rolling like trajectory achieves higher
tethering forces. This implies that the rolling-like trajectory for tether extension is better-
suited for applying the forces necessary to slow a cell during leading eventually to firm
adhesion and transmigration of leukocytes. The results for the length of the formed
tethers for these different loading histories are shown in Figure 3.4. Similarly to the force,
the rolling-like trajectory produced longer tethers. This combination of larger forces and
longer tethers enables the tethers to more effectively reduce the kinetic energy of a rolling
cell eventually slowing them enough to enable the formation of a firm adhesion.
3.1.2 Tether Force Comparison
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Figure 3.3 Histogram of maximum tether force (Fdissociation) measured during tether pulling for
rolling velocity profiles and linear velocity profiles (n=39).
3.1.3 Tether Length Comparison
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Figure 3.4 Histogram of maximum tether lengths (Ltether) measured during tether pulling for
rolling velocity profiles and linear velocity profiles (n=39).
3.1.4 Varying Linear Tether Pull Velocities
The rate-dependence of the tether mechanics were explicitly addressed by
comparing dissociation forces and tether lengths for the three constant velocity tether
extension profiles. The effects of the velocity on tether mechanics are summarized in
Figure 3.5. Increasing velocities led both to larger tethering forces and longer tethers.
This rate dependence could be due either to some rate-dependent rupture that occurs
when the membrane locally dissociates from the underlying cytoskeleton or to the
viscoelastic nature of the membrane itself. More likely, it is some combination of these
effects. The rate dependence of the B lymphocyte membrane mechanics will be studied
in more detail by C. Castro.
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Figure 3.5 Comparison of maximum tether force (Fdissociation) and maximum tether length (Ltether)
as a relation to linear tether pull velocities measured during bead-lymphocyte tethering
experiments. In general, increasing the linear tether pull velocity increased tether length and
maximum tether force (n=9, 5, and 3 respectively).
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3.1.5 Summary of tether pull velocity profile characteristics
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Figure 3.6 Comparison of maximum tether force (Fdissociation) as a function of tether length (Ltether)
measured for (a) rolling velocity profiles, depicted in red, and (b) linear velocity profiles,
depicted in white (n=39).
The goal of this work was to enlighten the physiological effect of tether
mechanics on cell rolling behavior. Here we have shown that a rolling-like tether
extension profile can effectively lead to a reduction in the kinetic energy of a rolling cell.
The full set of data which lead us to these conclusions are shown in Figure 3.6 and
summarized in Table 1. In an effort to identify the rate-dependent effects of the local
membrane, a local stiffness was identified using a linear fit to the initial portion of the
tether force trace. These results are noted in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of mechanical characteristics for CH27 B lymphocytes based on differing
velocity profile tether pulls, with correlating standard deviation calculation.
Results obtained from the tether pulling experiments indicate a significant
difference in the values for the stiffness of the tether (Kst,,iness), the dissociation force
(Fdissociation) and the length of the tether (Ltether) between the rolling velocity profile and
the linear velocity profiles. Furthermore, as detailed previously, a slighter, yet statistically
significant correlation exists between the mechanical characteristics of the tethering force
profile and the magnitude linear velocity.
It was observed that tether snapping occurred in the case of several linear velocity
profile tether pulls whereas distinct tether formation was observed in the case of the
rolling velocity profile tether pulls. The possibility that a fully developed tether between
the bead and the lymphocyte may not have formed in the linear velocity profile tether
pulling must be considered. Such distinctions may have contributed to the considerable
difference in Fdissociation values calculated from the corresponding voltage obtained from
the AODs.
Experimental results comparing the rolling and linear velocity profiles used in
tethering indicate that B lymphocyte membrane tethers experience increased dissociation
forces and increased tether length result from rolling motion compared to linear motion at
the same velocity. Biologically, such characteristics may be advantageous because
increased forces allow the cell to maximize contact with the vasculature while being still
being able to dissociate at tether angles exceeding ninety degrees. Additionally,
experimental results indicate that the stiffness of the tether formed increases with pulling
velocity, as does the dissociation force and tether length. One may postulate that perhaps
this functionality of the leukocyte membrane allows tethering to occur at varying venular
flow within the blood vessel.
3.2 Liposome Probing
3.2.1 Liposome formulation
Liposome formulation required multiple trials before uniform, circular liposomes
of ranging from 1 gm to 10pm were successfully formulated using the GUV method
described earlier. However, the method of settling the liposomes - encapsulated with
50mM sucrose - in a solution of 10mM glucose proved to be very effective at obtaining
the desired size of liposome. Another challenge faced during formulation was the
formation of smaller liposomes within a larger liposome; during optical trapping the
smaller liposomes within the larger liposome would separate from each other and the
surface of the liposome.
Multiple formulations of uniform liposomes were necessary to develop the optical
trapping method for the liposome-liposome interaction and liposome-bead interactions.
Figure 3.7 shows a CCD screenshot of adequately-sized liposome held in the optical trap.
Figure 3.7 CCD scre nn-.ThPr GaO/.
DOPC) in 10mM glucrose solution trapped with optical tweezers.
3.2.2 Liposome experimental setup
Experimental methods for exploring the liposome-liposome membrane interaction
and liposome-bead membrane interaction were developed. Figure 3.8 shows a CCD
screenshot liposome-liposome membrane tethering experiment. As visible, considerable
difficulty existed in obtaining interaction between the liposomes as they are brought into
contact. Oftentimes, the fluidity of the liposomes prevented attachment at the surface.
More interestingly, the same interaction was observed for the liposome-bead
interaction. Despite using a double trap to bring the streptavidin-coated bead into contact
with the biotinylated surface of the DOPC liposomes, no attraction was observed.
liposome tethering. The frame captured in (a) shows two liposomes trapped in separate optical
traps; (b) shows the two liposomes brought into contact in an attempt to form a tether; (c) shows
the separation of the bottom liposome from the surface of the top liposome, resulting in theliposome falling into the optical trap.
3.2.3 Incorporation of biotinylation
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The failure to observe interactions between streptavidin bead and biotynelated
lipid vesicle led to an investigation by fluorescence imaging of the liposome surface to
verify the biotin-DOPC integration into the lipid bilayer. Fluorescence imaging of the
streptavidin-conjugated Alexa488 dye confirmed that biotin had successfully integrated,
as observed in Figure 3.9.
3.2.4 Discussion of liposome probing methods
To summarize the various liposome probing techniques that were attempted, we
attempted to characterize the liposome membrane system by two experimental methods.
Both have proven to be unsuccessful up to this point in time. We postulate that two
possible reasons may have prevented bead-liposome interaction between streptavidin and
biotynelated-DOPC: (1) small, free-moving liposomes circulating in solution may be
binding and blocking the beads, (2) the biotin-DOPC is being exposed to the interior of
the liposome rather than the exterior surface. We will continue experimentation by
attempting to form liposomes with streptavidin-coated beads in the electroformation
chamber; achieving this purpose, we may hope to conduct a double-trap experiment using
two beads to push on the inner surface of the liposome membrane layer to characterize its
mechanics characteristics.
Chapter 4
Conclusion
The first attempt of the thesis sought to characterize the mechanical properties of
leukocyte rolling occurring along the walls of the endothelial venule in an in-vitro system.
The fundamental differences between constant velocity and rolling-like motion during
leukocyte tethering were specifically focused on in this study. The experimental findings
from this model appear to elucidate a function of the leukocyte membrane during rolling
previously unexplored in past linearly-based pulling models. Increased maximum tether
force and increased tether lengths were observed during rolling velocity profiles, as well
as increased stiffness of the tether. Initial results indicate that the forces necessary to pull
tethers from an immortalized B cell line ranged from 40 pN to 200 pN during linear
dynamic behavior, yet ranged from 100 pN to 280 pN during rolling dynamic behavior.
Research will be continued to further verify and quantify these findings.
The second portion of this research attempted to characterize a simple mechanical
system using optical trapping techniques. A liposome system mimicking functionality of
the plasma membrane and lipid reservoir of the leukocyte cell membrane has been
developed. We are hopeful that a proposed experiment involving integration of
streptavidin beads within the liposome will yield evidence concerning the nature of the
cell plasma membrane analogue. T characterization of lipid vesicles under various
velocity profiles observed in in-vivo systems has the potential to offer considerable
insight concerning the degree of biospecificity involved in membrane mechanical
interactions.
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Appendix
I. Coating Streptavidin Beads with Penta-His Antibody
Materials:
1. Penta-Hist Biotin Conjugate (Qiagen, 34440, stored at 2-80C)
2. TBS. Dilute 10X stock solution (lM Tris HCl, 1.5M NaC1, pH 7.5) with water
3. BSA-Buffer Solution. Dissolve frozen stocks to 1 mg/mL BSA-TBS
4. Streptavidin-Coated Polystyrene Beads (Spherotech, 1.0% w/v, 400 pM)
Protocol:
1. Add 20 giL Penta-His Biotin to 10 gL beads.
2. Add 20 IiL 1 mg/mL BSA-TBS.
3. Incubate for 1 hour on cold room rotator.
4. Remove unbound Penta-His Biotin by washing 5 times and resuspending in
desired amount of 0.1 mg/mL BSA-TBS.
II. Coating Streptavidin Beads with Penta-His Antibody
Materials:
5. Penta-Hist Biotin Conjugate (Qiagen, 34440, stored at 2-80 C)
6. TBS. Dilute 10X stock solution (IM Tris HC1, 1.5M NaCI, pH 7.5) with water
7. BSA-Buffer Solution. Dissolve frozen stocks to 1 mg/mL BSA-TBS
8. Streptavidin-Coated Polystyrene Beads (Spherotech, 1.0% w/v, 400 pM)
Protocol:
5. Add 20 1L Penta-His Biotin to 10 tiL beads.
6. Add 20 piL 1 mg/mL BSA-TBS.
7. Incubate for 1 hour on cold room rotator.
8. Remove unbound Penta-His Biotin by washing 5 times and resuspending in
desired amount of 0.1 mg/mL BSA-TBS.
III. Optical Trapping Apparatus Specifications
Components:
1. Mercury lamp (Chiu Tech Corp, Mercury 100W)
2. AOD manual picomotor joystick (New Focus, 8704)
3. Microlens IT CCD camera (Hitachi, KP M2AN)
4. Laser (IPG Photonics, YLO-10-1064 Fiber Laser, 10W)
5. Shutter driver (UniBlitz VMM-DH 4-Channel)
6. Microscope (Nikon Eclipse, TE2000-U)
7. AOD amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, Inc., SR640)
8. Piezoelectric stage controller (PI Digital Piezo Controller, E-7003CD)
IV. Giant Unilamellar Vesicle Formulation
Materials:
1. SOPC (Avanti Polar Lipids,850446C)
2. Biotinyl PE (Avanti Polar Lipids,870282C)
3. Indium Tin Oxide coated slides (Structure Probe,06401-CF)
4. Chloroform (Sigma Aldrich 496189-1L)
5. Press-to-Seal Gaskets (Invitrogen, P-18175)
Protocol:
1. Wash ITO slides in DI water (or alconox). Nitrogen dry thoroughly.
2. Stick gaskets on ITO slides to form electroformation chamber.
3. Prepare lipid solutions, dilute SOPC from 10 mg/mL to lmg/mL in chloroform.
4. For single lipid GUVs, 1 mg/mL SOPC.
5. For biotinlyated GUVs, use 1 mg/mL SOPC and -10 mol% of biotinylated lipid.
6. Using a clean syringe/pasteur pipet transfer -0.5 mL of lipid solution to an
electroformation chamber.
7. Dry the film in a vacuum dessicator for 15-60 minutes (the longer the better).
8. Add 50mM (or up to 200mM) sucrose solution in DI water to each
electroformation chamber until it is full.
9. Carefully cap the electroformation chamber with another ITO slide, so that
conducting surfaces should face each other.
10. Clamp the chamber with binder clips or any other suitable clamp.
11. Apply a low-frequency sinusoidal waveform (10 Hz, 2Vp-p) across the chamber
for 2 hours.
12. Carefully pry apart the electroformation chamber and aspirate the vesicle
suspension.
13. Resuspend the vesicles in osmolar glucose solution.
V. Leukocyte Rolling Velocity Profile
Matlab Script:
% Carlos Casto
% tether extension as a function of rolling velocity
% 3/14/07
dcc, clear all, close all
v=10; % rolling velocity (36 um/s)
R=10; % cell diameter (um)
omega=v/R; % angular velocity (rad/s)
theta0=3*pi/2; % initial angle measured from right horizontal
t=0:0.002:3;
rl_l=R*omega*t; rl_2=R;
r2_1l=R*cos(theta0-omega*t); r2_2=R*sin(theta0-omega*t);
d_l =R*omega*t+R*cos(theta0-omega*t); d_2=R+R*sin(theta0-omega*t);
d=sqrt(d_l .2+d_2.A2);
plot(t,d,'linewidth',l.5), grid on, box on, hold on
% y=d((length(d)-25):length(d));
% x=t((length(d)-25):length(d));
y=d(100:200); x=t(100:200);
c=polyfit(x,y,1);
y2=c(2)+c(l)*t;
plot(t(100:200),y2(100:200),'ro')
xlabel('time (s)'),ylabel('Tether Length (urn)')
pull rate=c(l)
tt-0:0.15:3;
dd_1=R*omega*tt+R*cos(theta0-omega*tt); dd_2=R+R*sin(theta0-omega*tt);
dd=sqrt(dd_l.A2+dd_2.^2);
[fname,pname]=uigetfile('*.txt','File to write velocities to');
fid=fopen(fname);
for i=2:length(dd)
v(i)=(dd(i)-dd(i-1))/(tt(i)-tt(i-1));
dist(i)=dd(i)-dd(i- 1);
fprintf(fid,'%8.5f \t%8.4f \n',v(i),dist(i));
fprintf('%8.5f \t%8.4f \n',v(i),dist(i));
end
fclose(fid);
